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Abstract—The delivery of emerging, high performance
mobile services is traditionally limited to the cellular
operator home domain. Due to the centralized nature of
service platforms, resource-demanding services suffer from
long delays when a user is accessing them when roaming.
With the globalization of our society, such data intensive
services are enabled at the high cost required by
provisioning
high-speed
inter-domain
connections.
Delivering those services from the local, visited domain
(instead of the home domain), does not only overcome the
aforementioned limitations, but also opens new possibilities
for service delivery. An operator could expand its service
delivery reach to a global coverage, enjoying all the benefits
of such a move. We propose Service Program Mobility as a
novel paradigm for global service provisioning. Our system
architecture realizes dynamic service component migration
across operator domains and platforms to offer the same
experience to roaming users as they would have in the home
network.
Index Terms—Mobile Services, Service Mobility, Service
Delivery Platform, Service Roaming, Service Migration,
Mobile CDN, In-Network Services, Network Virtualization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Imagine cellular network services that are offered
globally and seamlessly without the traditional limitation
of having to access the home network no matter where
the service requests originate. Then the same user
experience can be provided to roaming users as to the
home users. This allows a cellular operator to reduce
deployment and operation cost while extending the
service reach. Or, imagine a scenario in which services
are distributed within the home network as to follow the
users, and then provided from points in the network that
are closest to the requesting users as opposed to central
servers. This should lead not only to better user
experience but also to more efficient usage of network
resources.
We refer to a set of technologies to realize this
paradigm as Service Program Mobility (SPM). The vision
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of SPM is to develop an in-network capability supporting
the dynamic placement of service components across
domains to improve service performance for the user
(Quality of Experience) and reduce infrastructure cost.
Roaming is extended from a conventional access roaming
paradigm to the roaming of the whole or parts of a service
(data, logic and state). As such, SPM will introduce an
important paradigm shift in the way how the global
mobile operator business (i.e., roaming) is structured. For
mobile operators, SPM is an opportunity to provide a
richer service offering instead of being just a bit pipe. By
integrating the service platform with the network, the
service performance will be improved, bringing an
advantage for both, users and service providers. In
addition, the mobile operator improves the usage of its
network resources.
SPM is a part of a wider initiative undertaken by NTT
DOCOMO, named Next Mobile Network (NMN), with
the goal to define the mobile network of the future. [1]
provides an overview of NMN. Although the next mobile
network initiative plans its deployment within ten years
from now, SPM as an individual project should be
deployed within at most four to five years. We also show
in this paper how network virtualization technologies,
wich are part of the NMN concept, allow a smooth
deployment of SPM.
Thus we expect SPM to be part of the service delivery
platform of a next generation IP-based mobile network
evolving today’s centrally organized service delivery
platform in 3G mobile networks. Emerging network
control and management concepts allowing more
flexibility and cost efficiency in the network
configuration and operation (such as network and server
virtualization) constitute enabling technologies for
service program mobility. However, SPM can also be
partly realized with enhancements of today’s service
delivery platforms. This can be achieved by gradually
distributing the service platform to multiple datacenters
and allowing flexible placement of services using
methods similar to Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) as
a first step. Services may also be placed in a computing
cloud geographically close to a visited network that does
not support SPM.
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Figure 1. Video with local information enhancement scenario.
We argue that SPM is a key technology that will help
the next mobile network satisfy the ever increasingly
demanding requirements from its customers, while
keeping the operation costs of the overall network low.
II. BENEFITS AND USE CASES
The main advantages of the technology are briefly
discussed below:
Improving user satisfaction: By moving services
along with the requesting users, we expect to obtain an
improvement in perceived quality metrics at the user side.
This improvement is mostly noticeable in roaming
scenarios, where currently users traveling far away from
the home network, experience a high delay in accessing
home services. Bringing the service closer to the user in
the visited network will increase the performance of the
system. For example the service access delay incurred by
traversing the visited and home networks, connected by a
trans-continental link, can be avoided. A home service
relocated in the visited network will allow for local
breakout and service access with minimal delay. In some
severe cases, such as roaming from Japan in Europe, this
can result in a reduction of delay of around 400ms. For
many interactive applications this delay is critical.
Saving network resources and cost: Whether in a
home network, or roaming scenario, SPM works on the
assumption that services can be moved closer to the
clients’ geographical position. This implies that
geographically distributed servers are available to host
the services. Moving services from one server to another
will naturally incur a migration cost. However, it is
expected that such cost is compensated for by the
reduction of network resources used, (e.g. bandwidth in
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

the
core
network, or on the link connecting two mobile networks).
Overall, an optimal dynamic placement of services closer
to the network access points should greatly reduce the
network resource consumption, leading to a better load
distribution in the network and a more efficient utilization
of the operator’s network resources. In turn, this will lead
to a lower infrastructure investment and operational cost
for the network operator.
Supporting new services: SPM opens up the road to a
new paradigm governing an operator’s service creation
and offering. New services and enhancements of current
services will benefit from the deployed SPM technology,
and increase the attractiveness of the operator for the
mobile clients. One example is service composition
across operator domains. For users who are roaming in a
visited domain, home network services can be enhanced
dynamically with local information. This allows a timely
access to local information of current interest. Another
example is the dynamic reconfiguration of services based
on local access and of the transport network with respect
to specific service components that are available at a
given network location. Here the goal is not to add
additional information, but to enhance the user
experience by exploiting locally available service
components and combine them with migrated service
components, and increase his satisfaction.
Below, we introduce three use cases for Service
Program Mobility.
Use case: Enabling new services
Imagine the following scenario (see Figure 1): a video
is distributed from a central server to a number of mobile
users. Further, the video is enriched with some
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information that is generated locally, close to the users
receiving the video. Examples of such local information
might be weather info, local advertisements, traffic jam
alerts of even locally generated video such as web cam
feeds from a surrounding area.
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III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
In the following, we discuss the system requirements for
the realization of our SPM concept. Two very basic
requirements have to be fulfilled for the introduction of
SPM referring to the benefits in Section II:

A straightforward solution to realize such a service is
to send the local information to the central server, process
it there, i.e. create a set of video streams customized for
specific users or areas, and then send those back to their
corresponding users.
A more efficient way to provide the described service
is as follows: Consider the available locations in the
network providing processing units capable of integrating
the locally generated information with the centrally
originated video and place the respective service
components at those locations which are beneficial for
execution with respect to some performance metrics.
Compared to existing solutions for local information
addition to videos, SPM would allow general processing
components to be placed inside the network, which leads
to a higher flexibility and easier deployment of new
services.
Both flexible placement of service components at
instantiation time and dynamic re-arrangement of service
components onto fitting resources at runtime should
allow achieving the best possible service quality under
varying service conditions. This requires functionality in
the network that derives appropriate processing resources
and coordinates instantiation or migration at runtime
based on specific information e.g., resources available at
specific locations, service requirements and current
network status.
Use case: Reducing delay
Imagine a Japanese mobile subscriber traveling to
Paris and getting involved in a conversation in French.
She is consulting her real-time speech translation service
provided in the home network. However, due to the large
distance between Paris and Tokyo, she is experiencing
too long delay to make the service appropriate and useful.
It would be much better if the service itself could follow
the user and be provided from a place close to the user
location, i.e., from a suitable point in the French operator
network in our example.
Use case: Addressing flash crowds
Consider a roaming scenario in which a large number
of users move to a hot-spot while roaming in a network
abroad (e.g., gathering in a stadium to see a soccer world
cup match). Access to home services may become a
bottleneck in this case. As a countermeasure, the home
network operator may decide to migrate service
components to the visiting network, close to the place
where the users reside.
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•

•

Any service delivered to the user based on the
SPM platform must fulfill at least one of the
following two conditions: 1) user perceives
better or equal quality of experience, 2) operator
reduces its costs of delivering the service.
It must be possible to introduce SPM through an
incremental process, i.e. no abrupt change of the
network operation is acceptable and it should
work with all common mobile phones.

Besides these basic requirements, SPM should fulfill
the following requirements:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

SPM shall, triggered by an event or by predictions of
the service usage, select appropriate components to
migrate and perform their migration to a new
network position.
SPM should be able to redirect client requests to new
locations following service component migrations.
SPM should be able to dynamically adapt to the state
of the network and optimize resource usage by
distributing service components based on the service
usage.
SPM should be transparent to the user, i.e., user
should not be able to notice any negative change in
the service operation.
SPM should be secure to use, i.e., should not cause
any security hazards to mobile subscribers or
network operators.
SPM should work in a multi-operator environment
such that service components can move from a home
network to a visited network.
SPM should be easily tunable as to support various
cost / performance trade-offs that the operator of the
platform might find appropriate to implement.
SPM should easily adopt any future changes in the
network layer, i.e., should not be bound to any
specific version of any specific network architecture.
IV. SPM ARCHITECTURE

In this section we will first describe some general
considerations and prerequisites for the architecture and
then move to more specific inter-operator and intraoperator solutions.
General aspects and main architecture function blocks
SPM enabled network nodes (containing extra storage,
processing power and the necessary functionality) spread
in the operator’s network are a condition towards
realizing the goal of transparent service migration. Such
nodes can be enhanced core network nodes such as G-/SGSN in 3G or P-/S-Gateways in LTE core networks, or
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Figure 2. Inter-operator architecture and interfaces.
servers attached to core network nodes or enhanced
service platform servers.
In addition to the SPM enabled nodes, the SPM
architecture consists of functions to optimize the
placement of the service programs. The main function
blocks are illustrated in Figure 2. The optimization
requires detailed information about the service
requirements, the current service usage in the network,
network load information and other types of information.
As indicated in Figure 2 this information can be provided
locally in each network. It is not necessary that every
operator use the same placement policies or input
information. Different trade-offs between performance
and complexity may be preferred. Further function blocks
realize mechanisms for migration of services and
redirection of clients and service components.
Functions for static and dynamic migration
A first step to fulfill the requirements listed in Section
III, is to place services when a new service request
arrives. This includes the placement of the SPM enabled
nodes in the network topology, the right assignment of a
service to a SPM node based on the current network state
and directing the client to the server. A service may be
composed of several components, and some of the
components may require a unique instance for each
client, while others may be shared between multiple
clients, for example a database. Clearly there are different
trade-offs for these cases; for the shared components the
usage and location of all clients should be taken into
account. whereas for single user service instances it is
sufficient to consider the location of the single client.
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To realize the full potential of the concept, SPM
supports dynamic migration of running services. To
handle this, the SPM architecture consists of protocols for
the transparent migration of live services. When users are
consuming a service in real time, its migration becomes
problematic due to the lack of availability of the given
service during the migration time. Furthermore, service
starvation during this transitory state has to be
compensated. Mechanisms
include pre-buffering
functions at the service location, and possibly at the user
equipment, bursting functions for fast service migration,
functions for the synchronization of content and user
access between the original and new service location, and
finally functions for transparent, on the fly, user
connection redirection to the new service location.
Virtualization technology can be of used to mitigate or
solve at least some of these issues. Placed in a virtual
container, the service can be moved between network
locations, while keeping its state saved during the
transition(see Section IV for more details).
Inter-operator Aspects
To design a complete system architecture for SPM we
need to consider the inter-operator collaboration when a
user is roaming in a visited network. The interfaces
between different operators need to be standardized, but
the internal solution of each operator can differ. Some
examples of protocols for the interfaces are mentioned in
the following sections. To facilitate the analysis we may
divide components into information providing, decision
making and enforcement functions. The information
providing functions gather data from an operator’s
infrastructure about running service processes, server
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load, network congestion etc, which an operator typically
does not want to share with its competitors.
Therefore, it is preferable to avoid inter-provider
interfaces between the information providing functions.
The decision about where to place a service component
can be divided into two steps, first the home network
operator decides whether the service should be run in the
home network or by a different operator, then the
operator that runs the service decides where in its
infrastructure to run the service. For the first step it is
necessary for the home network to compare the costs and
benefits of running the service itself or utilizing services
of a different operator. Although the optimization goals
and algorithms of different operators may differ, it is
necessary with an interface that provides information that
can be used for this comparison. The interface should be
designed to allow a large freedom for different
optimization solutions.
The enforcement functions for migration of a service
and for redirection of the clients and service components
also require collaboration across the operator borders.
Hence, there is a need for inter-provider interfaces also
for these functions, but exactly what they should look like
depends on the specific application, whether IMS is used
and other considerations. The interfaces should be
flexible enough to support the introduction of new
services. However, there may be some common
components, for example security aspects could be
supported by the same protocols. In Figure 2 the interoperator interfaces are shown in between the two
domains.
Operator Internal Architecture
Figure 3 shows the system architecture of a possible
implementation of the SPM functionality within one
operator network. While Figure 2 shows the main SPM
function blocks, this is a more detailed system
architecture figure. The elements of this system
architecture and their respective roles are described in
detail in the next section.
Several of the functions can be based on elements
already existing in the current networks, for example the
accounting and billing function can be realized as an
extension of current Accounting and Billing systems, the
monitoring can use information already collected by
existing network monitoring, and the client redirection
could make use of Domain Name System (DNS).
Detailed description of components
This section presents in detail the functionality of each
system architecture component (Figure 3), and the
interaction and information exchange between the
component functions.
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The Monitoring Function (MF) and Prediction
Function (PF) play an important role in SPM. The MF
monitors relevant parameters related to the usage of any
specific service. Examples include the number of users
using the service at specific locations, traffic generated by
the service usage and so on. The PF analyzes the data
collected by the MF and discovers relevant trends present
in the data. It then decides which data and in what form
should be fed into the Placement Controller Function
(PCF). The main goal is to enable pre-emptive placement
of service components. For example, if we see a clear
trend of a large number of users getting concentrated in a
specific area then it makes sense to ship appropriate
service components (close) to that area. The prediction
can combine such instantaneous changes with knowledge
of time-of-day patterns to predict the future usage. The
MF sends information on relevant parameters to the other
components either periodically or when a certain
predefined event occurs.
The choice of which service component to move is
made by a separate function, the Service Component
Selection Function (SCSF). The decision is based on
predictions on future service usage from the PF and the
information about the current state of the network and the
servers from the MF. The SCSF can, for example, choose
to move or duplicate services where the quality
requirements are under the risk of not being fulfilled
based on the input information from MF and PF, or
services that are not utilizing resources efficiently. The
SCSF keeps information about the requirements each
service puts on the execution environment, for example,
in terms of hardware capabilities, and provides this
information to the Topology Discovery Function (TDF).
It also takes into account security aspects, for example
restrictions on duplication and placement due to content
or software ownership.
The Topology Discovery Function (TDF) discovers a
set of candidate migration locations for a service
component. The TDF contains a database of possible
locations to be used for service placement, either in the
operator’s network, or in the network of peering
operators. Each location is characterized by its IP address
and by a system configuration description and resource
capabilities. The information in the database is to be
matched against the service requirements received from
the SCSF. The locations which fully satisfy the service
requirements form a subset of possible migration
locations, which is forwarded to the Placement Controller
Function (PCF). The TDF ensures the hardware/software
compatibility between the current location of the service
and possible future locations. The information in the TDF
should be updated whenever there is an update of the
topology, for example introduction of a new server. More
dynamic load information is maintained by the
monitoring function.
The Accounting and Billing Function (ABF) is the
function that has access to the migration pricing/cost
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information and SLA agreements between the operator
and other partner operators (e.g., a database). This cost
can either be a unitary cost (per event/amount of
data/time) or a fixed pre-established cost (e.g., flat-rate
resource rental between operators). Based on this
information, the ABF is able to compute the price of
migration of a given service to a given destination, either
a location in the operator’s network, or a location in a
different operator’s network. To this end, the ABF
receives information from the PCF about the service
requirements (size, necessary system configurations,
transfer bandwidth, migration delay requirements) and
the envisioned destination locations for the service. The
computed cost for the possible locations is forwarded to
the PCF. Before and after the service migration, the ABF
collects usage information, and produces billing
information taking into account user subscriptions and
service placement.
The Placement Controller Function (PCF) calculates
an optimal assignment of service components to
processing locations. It is given as input an array of costs
of running any component of any service at any specific
location. It also takes as input the goal that needs to be
satisfied such as minimization of traffic in the network,
minimization of delay observed by the end users or any
combination of these two, possibly discounted by the
potential costs of the actual migration of the service
components. It gives as output the new assignment of
service components to processing nodes, or, if
incremental operation is in place, a set of changes that
need to be performed in order to switch to the desired
state from the current one.
The Relocation Enforcing Function (REF) is the
function that manages the service migration from its
current location to the new location. It needs information
of the service ID and service requirements, the list of
users that currently access the service, the service state
with respect to these users from the SCSF. It also needs
information about the source and destination IP addresses
of the current and future location of the service. Based on
service requirements, the REF reserves the necessary
resources at the destination entity. The REF then signals
the source and destination entities in order to establish an
end-to-end data path based on the service characteristics
(e.g., migration bandwidth required, tolerated end-to-end
delay for the migration, maximum loss probability,
migration priority). The data path can be represented by a
data tunnel (e.g., using VPN, or GTP protocols), with the
possibility of integrity protection and ciphering the data
transmitted (e.g., key agreement capability between the
source and destination). When the service migration is
complete, the REF function signals the destination entity
the service parameters required in order to install the
service/run the service at the expected configuration.
Finally, once the service migration is complete, and the
service is run at its new location in the desired state and
configuration, the REF informs the Client Redirection
Function (CRF) of the IP address of the new location of
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the service, the service identifier and the list of affected
users which need redirection to the new service location.
Once a service has been relocated, the client
connections are redirected from the old location to the
new location by the Client Redirection Function (CRF).
For this purpose the CRF uses information from the REF
about the new location of the service for a user session,
and implements some mechanism for redirecting the
client. Several different methods can be considered
depending on the specific service, for example using SIP
REFER messages, HTTP redirection or DNS based
redirection through modification of URLs. In the case of
seamless migration of real-time services there is an
additional need to synchronize the server and the client
when the client is redirected. Typically, this may require
application specific solutions, such as pre-loading
additional data and state information to the client or the
new server in anticipation of the redirection.

Figure 3: SPM system architecture
Figure 4 illustrates a typical procedure of migration of
a component between two servers and the operation of
the presented architecture, i.e., the message exchange
between the involved components. The message flow is
described as follows:
Let us take the second use case as described in Section
II as a typical example. A Japanese mobile subscriber is
requesting a speech translation service from his UE while
roaming abroad. Initially this request reaches the original
application server AS1 in the subscriber’s home network
(right side of Figure 4). The roaming situation is detected
triggering the SPM functions through a service migration
request. The Placement Controller decides the new
location of the speech translation service program as AS
2 in the visited network and requests relocation from the
Relocation Function, which requests a service transfer
from AS 2 to AS 1. After the transfer of the service
program is completed and the speech translation is ready
to be used in the visited domain, the Relocation Function
receives an acknowledgement. Then the Redirection
Function is requested to redirect the service data flow
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Figure 4. A Minimal SPM Procedure
from the UE to AS 2. This can be achieved through
interfacing with the UE as shown in Figure 4, or through
a DNS update in the visited domain. After the UE
attaches to the closely located translation service program
the Relocation Function has completed the service
program migration successfully and stops the service
instance on the AS 1.

multiple operators. This is followed by better utilization
of network resources. A natural step following network
virtualization is server virtualization. The two concepts
give operators possibility to dynamically change the
shape of their networks and tune their operation
according to the policies they find appropriate. The
concept of service

V. SPM IN THE NEXT MOBILE NETWORK

program mobility is a perfect fit for virtualized
environments, networks and servers. Once virtualization
is in place, it becomes easy to migrate services according
to defined policies. Optimal placement of services,
matching the demand and maximizing whatever goals the
operators find critical (user perceived quality) become the
main problem to solve.

NTT DOCOMO’s vision of a Next Mobile Network
[1] includes the introduction of a reconfigurable mobile
network concept. In particular, this concept strives for an
advanced control plane governing virtualized network
resources. Virtualization technologies in service platform,
core network and radio access network allow for a more
flexible and dynamic allocation of network resources to
different network services or coexisting virtual operators.
In view of such development SPM can be realized in a
much more flexible way as operators can use such
network virtualization mechanisms together with an
advanced control plane in order to expand their (virtual)
network and service coverage across their home network
borders. With respect to SPM deployment this means that
the inter-domain interfaces (shown in Figure 2) will not
be needed any more as the operator can have the full
control of its virtual network. The requirement of
redirecting clients is shifting to a realization in the virtual
network architecture designing how clients can access
different virtual networks and services in one physical
network domain.
Network virtualization plays an important role in the
Next Mobile Network. The main drivers of network
virtualization for network operators are sharing costs and
investments for network equipment as the same physical
resources (e.g., base stations, routers) can be used by
© 2012 ACADEMY PUBLISHER

VI. RELATED WORK
Moving services to a visited network to provide better
services for a mobile user has previously been proposed
in [2][3]. A set of requirements and functions to support
service roaming are described. Moreover, business and
legal aspects are described in [3]. The proposed
architecture in these papers is built around a service
roaming manager which handles the service roaming
between home and visited network. The architecture
proposed in this article generalizes this concept to handle
both service roaming and service placement within the
home network.
Also Content Delivery Networks (CDN) [4][5] are
highly relevant to SPM. They distribute content among a
set of locations at which a CDN provider operates, trying
to reduce delay experienced by the user and bandwidth
needed for distribution of the content.
CDNs follow two general approaches: overlay and
network approach [6]. In the overlay approach, servers
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and caches create an overlay network, while core network
components such as routers or switches play no role. In
contrast, in the network approach the network
components implement the cache and request forwarding
features and thus realize the CDN functionality at the
network layer. We believe that the latter approach is more
appropriate for a network operator, for which accessing
and programming network components is not an issue.
Our ongoing project NetServ [7] makes a first step
towards realizing the network approach to CDN by
investigating how such functionalities can be effectively
realized in the current network equipment. The
techniques used by CDNs could be seen as a first step
towards an SPM solution. However, SPM goes further in
supporting service execution of complex services in the
network and will be based on a tight integration into a
mobile network.
Network support for media delivery in a mobile
network has also been addressed in [8]. The approach
taken is to introduce service-specific overlays that can
provide network-based processing and adaption
capabilities. Moving computing into the network instead
of running programs at a client is commonly referred to
as cloud computing. For mobile users the potential for
energy saving has by cloud computing has been analyzed
in [9]. This aspect is important because of the limited
battery capacity of mobile terminals. The conclusion
from [9] is that the energy saving potential depends on
the application. In particular applications with high
processing and limited communication demands can gain
significantly from offloading the processes to the cloud.
Network virtualization technology can be used as a
layer of indirection between the physical infrastructure
and the network services deployed by the network
operator. The technology is composed of node
virtualization and network link virtualization technologies
combined together. There are many methods available for
link virtualization: lambda level L1 VPN, L2/L2.5
tunneling and L3 tunneling, e.g., [10]. All these levels
can be holistically managed by GMPLS. OpenFlow and
Flow Visors can also virtualize links/routers at flow level
[11]. At the same time, well established node
virtualization technologies can be deployed for gateway
and server farm virtualization (e.g., Amazon's EC2
cloud).
As described in V., within the context of SPM,
virtualization is considered as an enabler technology,
which facilitates the migration of services and
applications. Virtualization technology is supposed to
enable large-scale global services, which users can
consider as local to their home network at all times,
independent of their location. A similar statement holds
for the operator, it deploys global services based on the
same principles as the local ones. Here we refer to the
German National Project GLAB COMCON [12], for
example. The main use-case of this research project
addresses the problem of service component mobility
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with network virtualization technology. The project
adheres to the principles and benefits of virtualization as
presented above, in order to achieve the transparent
migration of network services and applications, according
to the user mobility patterns.
The Network of Information (NetInf) concept aims at
establishing new network mechanisms which enable the
information-centric networking paradigm, and take into
account the many-fold expected growth in user generated
content and network traffic. The same solutions may be
possible to apply to the service program mobility issue
through a generalized network caching technology. Ideas
in this direction have recently been proposed under the
name service-centric networking [13]. For example
optimal caching placement and population solves a very
similar problem to optimal processing placement and the
required management functionality for enabling seamless
service migration is also similar to that of information
centric networks.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article presents a novel paradigm for delivery of
emerging, high performance mobile services based on the
concept of migration of services close to the places where
they are consumed.
The future work will focus on further defining the
execution platform and, in particular, investigate how to
provide its inherent SPM functionality. This requires
overcoming a number of key challenges, the most urgent
of which are:
Defining efficient service component mapping
algorithms executed at service instantiation time (side
condition: need for instantiation of millions of service
components in parallel);
Defining efficient service component re-placement
algorithms executed at service runtime;
Monitoring of network and service status to provide
educated input for service component mapping and replacement algorithms;
SPM requires a service component oriented service
model to enable the movement of distinct service
functionality to resources located at beneficial parts of the
network. As a consequence there is need for efficient
media forwarding between service components as media
data will potentially be processed by a number of
subsequent service components;
API definition to request service component
instantiation and service composition.
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